
BELLAGIO TREKKING 1
BROGNO - BELVEDERE DEL NUVOLONE - MONTE NUVOLONE 
- BOCCHETTA DEL NUVOLONE - BROGNO

Our excursion begins in Brogno at the end of Via Cecilia Mella, near several houses.
Here, ignore the first turning to the left with signposts and continue on the asphalt road for 40 metres.
Take the uphill concrete road on the left (which then becomes a dirt road) with signs for “BELVEDERE DEL NUVO-
LONE - DORSALE PER CRESTA - SENTIERO 39 (400)”.

After a short flat section in the forest, leave the dirt road and take the path to the left which leads uphill, following 
signs for “BELVEDERE NUVOLONE - RIFUGIO MARTINA - SENTIERO 39”. 
In the next stretch, do not leave the main path and continue uphill.

After passing through a chestnut forest, we reach a crossing on a path that is marked, but somewhat exposed. 
From here, there are magnificent views of the tip of Bellagio and the upper part of Lake Como.

A little further on, ignore an uphill track to the right and stay on the path that bends to the left, initially slightly 
downhill then over undulating terrain.

You will then have to tackle a steep section to reach Belvedere del Nuvolone, at an altitude of 1,007 metres.
From here, the views of Lake Como are magnificent; the tip of Bellagio is also clearly visible.
Shortly after the Belvedere, ignore a turning to the right and continue on the level path. 
On the left there is another viewpoint over Bellagio.

Upon reaching a ruin with some signs, turn right and in about 15 minutes you can reach the summit of Mount 
Nuvolone (not panoramic) and return to the same spot. 

From the ruin, continue left downhill (if descending from the top of Mount Nuvolone, turn right before the ruin).
After passing two small derelict buildings and a short downhill section over rocky terrain, you reach a small cave in 
the rock known as the “Madonna del Fungiatt”.

At Bocchetta del Nuvolone, where there is a crossroads of signposted paths, continue on level ground to the left 
towards RIFUGIO MARTINA - MONTE SAN PRIMO - DORSALE PER CRESTA.
Ignore the path that descends to the left into the forest.
After 30 metres, leave the path to Rifugio Martina, keeping to the left in the meadow, and pass a mountain lodge on 
the right. 

Continue on level ground through the meadow, passing several other lodges.
Continue on the main path (437) indicated by painted signs and ignore the diversions on the left.
The path leads onto a dirt road along which you should continue.
When you reach the asphalt road, turn left in the direction of ROVENZA - BELLAGIO - SENTIERO 1(406).
At the first hairpin bend, leave the asphalt road and continue straight ahead on the dirt road, following directions for 
BROGNO and the painted signs.

At a fork in the road, continue downhill to the right.
At the first bend, leave the road and turn left following SENTIERO 1A (406) - BROGNO - BELLAGIO, which enters a 
spruce forest.

Further on, pass a small cluster of houses (Gravedona) and a small gate (remember to close it again).
Then descend to the right and walk along the edge of a meadow to reach a dirt road.
Turn right. 

At the gate, turn left in front of the small chapel and continue following signs for BELLAGIO - DORSALE DEL TRIAN-
GOLO LARIANO - SENTIERO 1 (406).

Follow a fence until you enter a small valley and continue downhill into the forest.
Continue along this dirt road until you reach Brogno.

Visiting the mountains requires both appropriate equipment and preparation.
We therefore recomanmed you to use maximum caution at all times.
No liability of any kind is assumed in case of accidents, route mistakes or specific routes conditions.



DEPARTURE POINT:
Bellagio (CO), Brogno 
(altitude 590 m.)
ARRIVAL POINT:
Bellagio (CO), Brogno 
(altitude 590 m.)

ELEVATION GAIN: 
515 m
 
OVERALL TIME EXCLUDING STOPS:
approx. 2 hours 15 minutes
 
DIFFICULTY:
E (hiker level)

Infopoint
Telefono: +39.031.951.555 

Web: www.bellagiolakecomo.com
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